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A day in the life . . .
WHAT DOES A PROFESSOR DO ALL DAY?

Prayer requests:
• Our team is participating in a
large national Christian
conference this month being
held here in Indianapolis. Our
hope is to be encouraged and
helped in our experience of the
gospel. Please pray to that
end.
• As the pandemic winds down,
we are hopeful that our son-inlaw will find his employment
situation improving. Hopefully
the entertainment industry
will be coming back.
WE RECENTLY ASKED a few of our
professor friends to tell us just exactly
how they spent their time and what
their lives were like. As you might
expect, that while no two professors
are alike, they seem to spend their time
in similar ways.

credentials in order to make
recommendations.

Our friend Dr. D said his day started
with co ee, toast and prayer for the
persecuted Church. He followed that
with Bible reading before driving to the
o ice. On that drive he listened to an
As much as we think of professors as
audio book. A er some study in the
teachers, actually only small amount of Pathology department library, he
their time is actually spent in front of
worked on a video for a college
students. Our friend Josh says for him, reunion. Later he recorded a lecture for
10% of his time is lecture but 65% is in his medical students, edited 9 other
his personal study, preparation and
lectures and uploaded them to a
improving course content.
sharing site. Before the day was done,
Another major part of a professor’s day he visited a family member in the
is taken up in writing grants. These are hospital, spent time cleaning and
funding proposals for new and ongoing readying a car for sale, helped with
dinner preparations and then a little TV
research. Our friend Jim said part of
watching before bed.
his day involved a 4 hour Zoom call
related to a large national grant for
These neat believers are very busy,
kidney research. He is also part of the
very productive and very influential.
tenure and promotion committee and
Thank you for helping us serve them.
spends time reviewing faculty

• We are happy to report that we
are now fully vaccinated!
Indiana seems to have done a
great job rolling out the
vaccine. Still we are warned to
wear masks. Please join us in
praying for an early end to the
pandemic.

We got our shots!
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